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Option

C1ip-On Adapter enables the 9000A-80S1 Interface Pod and a
9000 Series Micro-system Troubleshooter to be used with UUTs that have a
soldered-in microprocessor. The 9000A-805l Interface
Pod is normally used
with UUTs that have socketed microprocessors. The microprocessor is removed
and replaced by the Pod's DIP plug.
If the microprocessor is soldered into
place,
then the Clip-On Adapter is used to connect the Pod to ,the UUT.
The 9000A-201

This Instruction Sheet contains the basic information for using the Clip-On

Adapter. For more complete information, refer to Appendix B in the 9000A8051 Interface
Pod Instruction
manual.
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When SWitch 6 on the Pod is set
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Switches

Set SWitch 6, the UUTConnection switch, to the CLIP-ONposition.
Set SWitches 7 and 8, the Clock Configuration

switches,

as follows:

0 '. For UUTs with an external crystal,
set SWitch 7 to the XTAL
position,
and set SWitch 8 to the XTALl position.
0

For UUTs with external TTL clocks, set the switches according to
instructions
in Paragraph 2-3 of the 9000A-8051 Interface
Pod
Instruction
manual.
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Testing With the Clip-On Adapter
Q1ce the Pod is attached to the UUTwith the Clip-On Adapter, most test
procedures remain the same. Resets will not be received from the UUTduring
RUNUUT. since the RST line is already high. Since same UUTs will not
operate without Resets,
it may be possible for RUNUUTto fail on those
devices.
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it could cause spurious accesses or unwanted port action.
This
test mooe will also cause RUN UUl' to fail,
since the Pod and the soldered-in
mic.roprocessor
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both conflict
on the bus.

Troubleshooting
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If the Pod passes its Self Test but does not work with
check the
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2.

Connect the Pod to the UUTusing the Clip-On Adapter, and use an
oscilloscope
to check that a clock signal is present at both the
uur, pins 18 and/or 19, and at the Pcd plug, pins 18 and 19.

3.

Verify that the logic level at pin 9 of the uur's soldered-in
microprocessor
(the pod-driven RSr signal) is at least 4 volts.

If these procedures do not yield a solution,
Technical Service Center for advice.
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